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A robot apocalypse put the brakes on their cross-country road trip. Now it’s up to 
the Mitchells — the world’s weirdest family — to save the human race.

Voice Actors:
Danny McBride- Rick Mitchell (voice)
Maya Rudolph- Linda Mitchell (voice)
Michael Rianda- Aaron Mitchell (voice) 
Eric André- Mark Bowman (voice)
Olivia Colman- PAL (voice)
Fred Armisen- Deborahbot 5000 (voice)
Beck Bennett- Eric / PAL MAX Robots (voice)
Chrissy Teigen- Hailey Posey (voice)
John Legend- Jim Posey (voice)
Charlyne Yi- Abby Posey (voice)

Directed by: Michael Rianda 
 
Co-directed by:  Jeff Rowe 

Written by: Michael Rianda and Jeff Rowe



BRINGING THE MITCHELLS VS. THE MACHINES
 TO THE SCREEN

“The film does feel like a scrapbook,” says head of story, Guillermo Martinez, known for his 
storyboarding work on ‘Missing Link’ and ‘Kubo and the Two Strings.’ “When Mike told me, this 
film would be like ‘Little Miss Sunshine’ meets ‘The Terminator,’ I knew I wanted to work on 
an animated movie like that, something that feels automatically different.” Written by former 
‘Gravity Falls’ scribes Mike Rianda and Jeff Rowe, who also serve as director and co-director, 
‘The Mitchells vs. The Machines’ begins with aspiring filmmaker Katie Mitchell (Abbi Jacobson) 
getting accepted into a California film school. But while the excited young artist - whose films 
often center around dog cops and rainbow spouting puppets - receives encouragement from 
her dinosaur-obsessed brother Aaron (Rianda) and sweet, star-sticker-giving mom Linda (Maya 
Rudolph), her woodsman father Rick (Danny McBride) questions both her art and the sensibili-
ty of her career goals. 

Rianda based our titular family on his own. “It felt like there was something really special about 
the project and it was really clear that Mike wanted to tell a uniquely personal story,” says pro-
duction designer and lead character designer Lindsey Olivares, known for her work on Trolls, 
The Emoji Movie and Penguins of Madagascar.  Martinez adds, “Mike would get phone calls 
from his mom while he was working on the movie and he would say, ‘Mom, I can’t talk to you 
right now. I’m really busy making a film about how much I love you.’” 



 But the film is much more than an elaborate family album filled with different animation 
styles, pop culture references - ranging from haunting Furbies to Journey album covers - and 
Rianda’s personal family anecdotes and memories. It weaves its narrative together with the 
personalities, tastes, and nostalgic leanings of many members of the production team. “We 
had a culture on this production that was really fun, where we encouraged people to put a lot 
of themselves into the film,” Olivares explains. “Like, there’s a dog meme in this movie that 
includes a picture of a team member’s dog, and a dog sticker on Katie’s phone that’s another 
person on the team’s dog. Names in the background came from crewmember names; if there’s 
graffiti, we had people from the team create it. It was a lot of that and ‘How can we all touch 
this movie and put as much of ourselves into it as possible?’”

Olivares’ biggest fingerprints are found in the Mitchells’ house, her favorite Cheese-Its and 
Pepsi snacks in Katie’s bedroom and her hometown’s cookbook animated into their kitchen. 
“Mike brings so much of his personal story to the film, but also left it wide open for anyone and 
everyone else to make that contribution as well,” says head of character animation, Alan Haw-
kins, known for ‘Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.’ “It’s almost like the ground level was his 
experience, and if someone had something better to offer, or more surprising or appropriate, 
it was always considered. It was extremely collaborative and, in addition to all the crazy hectic-
ness that also came with it, there were a lot of people who felt very personally engaged with 
this project.” “There’s one scene where it’s a flashback video of Rick coming home and he is 
greeted at the door by a three-year-old or so Katie,” he continues. “I’d shown some videos



like that which I had from when my son was about six. So that made it into a scene. Then, with 
other things like that, like when Katie picks up Aaron, that was referenced from picking up my 
own kid and throwing him around a bunch.”

According to Olivares, the goal of the film’s animation was to look as “touched” as possible, 
both in the personal contributions of the team as well as the actual texture and look of the 
characters and their surroundings. Though the character animation is a mix of 2D and 3DCG, 
there’s a Claymation-like aesthetic in this film illustrated through fiber textures and character 
movements. “It’s not Claymation, but we did have some reference points like that, with things 
being a little bit more matte, kind of a little touched or bent,” notes Olivares. “Clothes are a 
little bit more worn and lived in, a book should be kind of dog eared. The big guiding factor in 
how to design this family was that it’s a story about humans versus robots, and it really cele-
brates our imperfections. So, it felt like, in every way possible, we were thinking, ‘How can we 
make them as human as possible?’ And that’s what led us to a style that looked very hand-
made.”

Production was tedious for all the animators as they “chased real life,” as Olivares puts it, cre-
ating natural wear and tear from scratch, be it butter left out after dinner, tilted cabinets, faded 
polish on nails, stretched-out clothes, or disheveled hair after battles with robots. “In the real 
world, you get natural sets and age and all that stuff for free,” Olivares notes. “But, when you 
do it from scratch, everything has to be made specifically.



It sets a really high standard and can be tricky, especially on a schedule.” Character manner-
isms also needed to feel naturally human and organic, which is where storyboard artist Hannah 
Cho came in, adding subtleties like Katie playing with or chewing on the strings of her favorite 
old hoodie as she talked or sat nervously. “When people talk, they’ll fidget with whatever hap-
pens to be around,” Hawkins explains. “In real life, no one ever stands and just delivers a line. 
You’ll be doing things as you’re having a conversation. So, the movie is really filled with that 
kind of business, almost improvisation, with the goal being relatability.” He continues, “Char-
acter animation is usually some kind of a slider, with extremely cartoony stuff on one side, and 
then mocap on the other. And so, you find where your bits and pieces are from each thing for 
each moment. This film is less cartoony at its core as far as emotional acting and acting choic-
es. But then there are moments of exaggeration, and you make it entertaining.”

Some of those exaggerated moments come with what Martinez calls “Katie-Vision,” or insert-
ed moments of 2D illustration or live-action video to emphasize Katie’s emotions or mood in a 
scene. “I describe it as Sony making a film and then this art student sneaks in during the middle 
of the night and does her own little take on the movie,” says Martinez. “We wanted Katie-Vi-
sion to feel like we’re seeing her emotion through these drawings. The first time Mike men-
tioned that idea, I thought, ‘That’s genius.’” We see Katie-Vision in many forms during the mov-
ie, from 2D hearts coming out of Katie’s fingers as she texts to her friends, fiery cartoons in her 
netbook detailing kill-code plans, frozen frames of Aaron surrounded by raptors as he re-enacts 
dino behavior, or live-action screaming gibbon videos alongside her dad howling in fear as he 
speeds away from flying robots. While these scenes are definitely designed for meme-culture



savvy viewers, Katie-Vision is also meant to show connection between family members; initial-
ly, only Aaron and Katie have Katie-Vision, but as the film continues, Katie-Vision begins ap-
pearing for Linda and Rick as well.  “I love caricature and I feel that was a huge part of my phi-
losophy on this film,” says Olivares. “What you’re doing as a production designer is caricaturing 
the mood of a scene, or just exaggerating it so that it reads really clearly for the audience.”

Capturing the right tone with that home-made, personally touched comedic caricature, along-
side a sleek, stark technological apocalypse, took many versions and iterations to achieve. 
“One of the most difficult scenes that really set the tone for the whole movie was Dino Stop, 
where the family first comes in contact with the robots,” says Martinez. “In the first version, 
we didn’t have the lasers that captured people and put them in ‘fun’ pods. In my first boards 
for that scene, I had the robots shoot lasers that hit a person who then falls on the ground 
completely stunned and not moving. And then we had this intense music playing as the robots 
grab the bodies and put them in a PAL Labs truck. So, I drew a mountain of bodies in this truck 
and when my wife watched it at a screening she was like, “What the heck is that?” And I’m 
like, ‘Yeah, I can see how it’s a little too dark.’” He continues, “So we had to redo the scene, but 
went to the other extreme with happy music and bubble wrap popping sounds when the lasers 
captured someone, and one of our executive producers was like, ‘Don’t show this to anyone 
ever again.’ Finding that balance between those scenes was such a struggle. But it was always 
something we’d go back to and reference to make sure the rest of the movie was moving in the 
right direction.”



As the team worked to find the visual and emotional balance between two opposing worlds, 
trying to integrate as much of themselves as possible into the story while still making it uni-
versally relatable for viewers, Martinez, Olivares, and Hawkins all agree that the anchor in this 
wacky and zany animated spectacle was always human connection. “A lot of parents, if you 
say you want to go to art school, and it’s going to cost a quarter million dollars or something 
like that, they’re pretty skeptical and hesitant,” Hawkins shares. “I think a lot of our animators 
could feel that connection with Katie. I definitely did, and that brought a lot of special relatabil-
ity to those scenes.” “I’ve seen on social media people saying, ‘OK Boomer, computers are bad, 
we get it,’” Martinez adds. “But it’s not about that. It’s about the balance between a guy who 
doesn’t believe in technology and the girl who really does and having them meet each other in 
the middle. If a father and a kid can go watch this movie, and the father can be like, ‘I like what 
that dad is saying,’ and the kid can be like, ‘I love what Katie is saying,’ but by the end, they 
both have this ‘I love you’ moment… that would be my dream. That’s all that matters.” (awn.
com)



CREATING THE WORLD OF 
THE MITCHELLS VS. THE MACHINES

Kurt Albrecht, who served as a producer with Lord and Miller on the film, credits the studio 
with allowing young and talented filmmakers like Rianda and Rowe to pursue their original 
visions on this project. “Mike and Jeff come from the world of 2D television animation, and our 
production designer Lindsey Olivares and head of story Guillermo Martinez had never worked 
in leadership positions before this movie,” he points out. “There’s a lot of new blood on this 
team, and they are all incredibly hard-working. They are constantly coming up with new ideas 
and adding fresh takes and new jokes.”

Albrecht praises the work of some of the young members of the team such as production 
designer Lindsey Olivares, who was responsible for the quirky designs of many of the charac-
ters as well as overseeing the 2D pop-up animation for Katie’s POV (dubbed internally as “Katie 
Vision”). “Everyone really fell in love with her illustrations, recalls Albrecht. “Her work has this 
wonderful, hand-crafted illustrative quality, and we wanted to make sure we preserved that as 
we translate them to CG animation. It has been such a great and satisfying journey to see our 
technical team bring her paintings to life on the big screen.”

One of the stand-out qualities that sets Mitchells apart from other big CG-animated studio fare 
is its unique visual stamp. “Big studio animated movies are often beautiful,” explains Rianda. 



“Audiences are just accustomed to seeing a very high level of incredible artistry on the big 
screen. We were thinking that if we ever got to do our own movie, we would have the chance 
to do things a little bit differently. Our production designer Lindsey Olivares came up with 
these amazing early drawings for the movie, and we thought, ‘Wow, what if the movie looked 
just like your drawings?’“

For Rowe, the movie stood out as a wonderful tribute to the characters that both directors 
knew and identified with. “I love that the movie is very observed and naturalistic,” says Rowe. 
“I mean, yes we have laser-shooting giant Furbys and a robot city, but at its core, it’s a very 
well-grounded movie. We pay a lot of attention to the details of the characters. They feel com-
plex emotions and have flaws and wants that are in opposition to each other. We were hoping 
to offer more emotional depth than your average animated movie.”

According to Rowe, making the movie felt like walking on a balance beam, where you had to 
fall on the side of technology or humanity. “It felt it was too easy to say, ‘Oh, look, technolo-
gy and phones are ruining the world. Nobody retains information anymore!’ But then, it just 
felt untrue. We felt like old men who were shaking their fists in the air and saying, ‘Put down 
your phones, kids!’ We didn’t believe any of that and didn’t want it to be the message of the 
movie. Technology can be amazing. You can meet like-minded people from all over the world. 
Katie Mitchell has tools that no other generations before had access to. She can shoot and edit 
movies on her own, etc. Both Mike and I want the movie to say that a good balance is what we 
need. It’s good to embrace the positive aspects of technology, but it’s wrong to use it to avoid 



dealing with the world.” To get the details of the Mitchells’ car trek across America right, Rian-
da, Rowe and some of the key members of the art and design team decided to plan a road trip 
themselves. “I told them we could go to my family’s house in Salinas or we can go to Las Vegas, 
and they picked Vegas, of course,” says Rianda. “One of the storyboard artists suggested that 
we stop using our cell phones and see what happens. So as soon as we put our phones in a 
bag, we started having really great, intimate conversations. It was funny how we started con-
necting as soon as the technology went away!”

The director and his team have waited a long time for their labor of love to reach their target 
audience. But Rianda mentions that the extra time allowed them to fine tune all the jokes 
and nuances. “One thing we learned from working with Chris and Phil is the way we combed 
through the movie over and over again and made little adjustments and improvements,” he 
points out. “It’s really an evolution as we try these sporadic mutations based on everyone’s 
guts. You give birth to these changes: Some of them die and some flourish, so you hang on to 
the ones that are successful. As a result, we did a lot of screw-tightening.”

Looking back, Rianda says he’s very happy with the final results. “I can say that I don’t have any 
regrets as I watch the movie. As awful as the COVID year was, the thing that I was impressed 
with was how much we were able to connect with each other via Skype and Zoom, and we 
were able to finish the movie with relative ease. Without the technology, we wouldn’t have 
been able to do this.”



Technology also helped Rianda screen the movie with his family and the cast and crew. “I was 
more nervous showing the movie to my family than the rest of the world,” he admits. “They 
have always been tough critics to please, but they really loved this one. Our Zoom screening 
was amazing. My dad was showing all his hunting stuff to the crew and they were cheering him 
on!”

As we get towards the end of our interview, Rianda says, “As corny as it sounds, the pandemic 
really reminded us how important we all are to each other and how we go crazy when we can’t 
see each other. I’d run through a brick wall to be able to hug my parents right now. So, you find 
yourself grateful to technology because it lets you interact with your family and friends.”

“I really do hope that if a kid is watching the movie, he or she can laugh at the jokes, but also 
appreciate what their parents are going through,” he notes. “Also, I hope parents realize that 
maybe they’re not paying enough attention or encouraging their children enough. I guess 
we’re trying to bring families together. On a less grand scale, I hope families can watch our 
movie together, just like my family used to watch movies like Ferris Bueller’s Day Off and Uncle 
Buck together when I was a kid. That was always the best night of the month, because we’d all 
spend time together and quote our favorite lines from the movies.” (animationmagazine.net)



LEARN ABOUT ROBOTS

What Is a Robot?
A robot is a machine capable of being set up and programmed to perform a wide variety of 
tasks for which it must physically move itself or other objects. Most tasks that robots do are 
repetitive, difficult, or hazardous to humans. The technology associated with robots is called 
robotics.

The first use of the word “robot” was by the Czech dramatist Karel Čapek in 1921 for his play 
R.U.R. (for Rossum’s Universal Robots). The play was about a man who creates human-like 
machines to work in his factory. Čapek coined the word “robot” from the Czech word robo-
ta, meaning “work” or “slavery”. The first actual robot was developed by American inventors 
George Devol and Joseph Engelberger in 1958. General Motors purchased the first industrial 
robot and installed it in a Trenton, New Jersey automobile factory. Its job was to lift and stack 
hot pieces of metal.

Today, commercial robots are available in two basic types, manipulator and mobile. A robot 
manipulator looks like a mechanical arm. It may range in length from 12 inches (30 centime-
ters) to 12 feet (3.7 meters) or more. Robot manipulators, or robot arms, account for the vast 
majority of robots used for practical purposes today.

Mobile robots roll on wheels from place to place. So far, they have only a few practical appli-
cations. However, researchers are developing more advanced mobile robots. They have built a 
humanoid (human-like robot) that can walk very slowly, turn, and climb stairs. But it does not 
yet have any practical use.



How a Robot Works
Most robots in factories are stationary (immobile) robot arms. Robot arms are made up of me-
chanical links connected by joints. The two most common types of robot joints are rotational 
joints and translational joints. Rotational joints move like the elbow of a human arm. Transla-
tional joints are used for extension. They are similar to the ball bearings that allow a file cabi-
net drawer or a trombone slide to move in and out.

The specific sequence of joint types from the base of an arm to its end is referred to as its con-
figuration. Different configurations allow the arm to perform different tasks. The three-dimen-
sional area within which a robot arm can move is called its workspace.

The joints of a robot arm must be powered in order for the robot to move. Electricity, air 
pressure, or fluid pressure may supply the power. Each joint of a robot arm also has a sensor 
to measure the joint’s position. Each sensor relays information about its position back to the 
robot’s control computer.

The base of a robot arm is usually bolted to the floor or another structure. A tool or other de-
vice, called an end-effector, is mounted at the end of the robot arm like a hand. The end-effec-
tor allows the robot to perform a specific task. A gripper lets the robot pick up objects. Grip-
pers may have two fingers, three fingers, or suction cups. Tools such as welders, spray paint 
guns, gluing guns, and drills are also common end-effectors. 

A robot may use sensors and other devices to get information about its environment. Touch 
sensors give information about objects near the robot. Ultrasonic sensors (sensors that use 
sound waves) and scanning laser sensors provide information about the distances to objects 
and their geometric locations and shapes. Force sensors built into the end-effector give the 
robot more control when manipulating objects. Video cameras linked to computers can locate, 
identify, and determine the motion of objects.



Safety is an important concern when programming and operating an industrial robot. A robot is 
nothing more than a powerful machine. It cannot know if a human is in its way unless it has an 
appropriate sensor and is specifically programmed to use the sensor to check for people. Thus, 
a robot may move anywhere within its workspace without regard for humans that might be 
there. For that reason, physical safety barriers are usually placed around the entire robot. This 
workspace ensures that humans do not accidentally wander into the area.

Some robots can be programmed to communicate and “learn.” Robots can be equipped with 
software that recognizes a limited number of spoken words. They can respond to verbal com-
mands from an operator. And voice synthesizers built into robot systems enable them to talk 
back to their human users with electronic voices. The robot’s control computer may be pro-
grammed to exhibit some form of artificial intelligence. For example, the robot may automati-
cally avoid obstacles in its workspace. Some robots can also be programmed with the capability 
to learn a specific skill, such as mastering a sequence of movements. The user “teaches” the 
robot by giving commands from a controlling computer.

 (source: go.scholastic.com/content/schgo/D/article/a20/254/a202545)



MEET THE CHARACTERS

Paddington
Paddington is a human-like bear who migrates from 
the jungles of Peru to the streets of London.

Rick Mitchell
Rick Mitchell is the family patriarch who’s prone to 
clash with his teenage daughter, Katie.

Katie Mitchell
Katie Mitchell, an aspiring filmmaker whose decision 
to go to the film school in California leads to the family 
taking the fateful road trip.



MEET THE CHARACTERS

Aaron Mitchell
Aaron is the dinosaur-obsessed son of Linda and Rick.

Dr. Mark Bowman
Dr. Mark Bowman is the scientist and tech genius be-
hind PAL Labs who inadvertently causes the machine 
uprising.

Eric
Eric is the other damaged PAL robot.



MEET THE CHARACTERS

Deborahbot 5000
Deborahbot is a PAL robot who 5000 comes in and 
helps out the family in their quest the save humanity.

Abbey Posey
Abbey Posey is Aaron Mitchell’s neighbor and love 
interest.

Hailey Posey
Hailey Posey is the Mitchells’ fearless neighbor who 
appears to be perfect in every possible way



MEET THE CHARACTERS

Jim Posey
Jim is Hailey Posey’s husband.

Monchi
Monchi is the Mitchell’ family dog.



MEET WRITER & DIRECTOR MICHAEL RIANDA

Michael Rianda was born in Salinas, California in 1984. He faced a hard truth when he was 11 
years old: he was a loser that wore sweatpants every day. To try to escape the mockery of his 
classmates, he began trying to exploit his only two marginal skills: making bad jokes and draw-
ing. The other children still found him to be a loser, but one that drew and said amusing things, 
and was thus deemed acceptable. This path led him to the California Institute of the Arts 
where he studied character animation from 2007-2010 and made the short films, “Everybody 
Dies in 90 Seconds” and “Work.” He has since been employed by Pixar Animation Studios and 
JibJab, taught at CalArts, and worked at Disney Television Animation where he served as a writ-
er and creative director for the Annie Award-winning TV show, “Gravity Falls.”...Michael Rianda 
is the writer and director of “The Mitchells vs. The Machines.” (sonypicturesanimation.com)



MEET CO-WRITER & DIRECTOR JEFF ROWE

Jeff Rowe is the writer and co-director of Sony Pictures Animation’s upcoming original feature 
comedy “The Mitchells vs. The Machines” with Michael Rianda. Rowe graduated from the Cal-
ifornia Institute of the Arts in 2011. He was employed by animation studios Film Roman, Bento 
Box Entertainment, and Rubicon Holding Group before serving as a writer for Disney Television 
Animation’s, “Gravity Falls,” for which he was nominated for two Annie Awards for Outstand-
ing Achievement in Writing in an Animated TV/Broadcast Production. Rowe also wrote for the 
Matt Groening Netflix series, “Disenchantment.” (sonypicturesanimation.com)



MEET THE VOICE ACTORS

Danny McBride- Rick Mitchell (voice)
Danny McBride is an actor, screenwriter, producer and stand-up 
comedian from Georgia. He has starred in the hit comedic films 
“Pineapple Express,” ‘Tropic Thunder,” and “This Is The End.” He 
wrote and starred in the HBO series “Eastbound & Down” and 
“Vice Principals.” (funnyordie.com)

Maya Rudolph- Linda Mitchell (voice)
Rudolph, an Emmy Award-nominated actress, is most widely 
known for her turn on NBC’s “Saturday Night Live,” where she was 
one of the show’s regular players for more than seven years...As a 
master in the art of comedy, Rudolph starred in Paul Feig’s “Brides-
maids,” alongside Kristen Wiig, which grossed nearly $300 million 
in worldwide box office and was nominated for many awards...
Rudolph has lent her voice to films such as “Zookeeper” and “Shrek 
the Third,” and has also appeared in “Friends With Kids,” Robert Al-
tman’s “A Prairie Home Companion,” Mike Judge’s “Idiocracy” and 
Miguel Arteta’s “Chuck & Buck.” (nbc.com)

Eric André- Mark Bowman (voice)
ERIC ANDRE is the creator and host of Adult Swim’s hit series “The 
Eric Andre Show.” He’s also a writer and executive producer for the 
network’s new late night comedy “Mostly 4 Millennials”... Andre 
also lends his voice to the hyena ‘Azizi’ in Disney’s reimagining 
of “The Lion King” (July 2019)...With an already proven stand-
up act, Andre decided to break into the world of late night talk 
shows...“The Eric Andre Show” is a live action comedy television 
series that premiered May 20th, 2012 on Cartoon Network’s Adult 
Swim. (unitedtalent.com)



MEET THE VOICE ACTORS

Olivia Colman- PAL (voice)
Olivia Colman (born January 30, 1974, in Norwich, United King-
dom) studied primary teaching at Homerton College...Colman first 
came to prominence for her supporting role as Sophie Chapman 
in the comedy series “Peep Show” (2003-2015)... Her dramatic 
roles received critical acclaim and they included appearances in the 
films “The Iron Lady” (2011) “Hyde Park on Hudson” (2012), “The 
Lobster” (2015), “Murder on the Orient Express” (2017), leading 
roles in “The Favourite” (2018), “The Father” (2020) with Anthony 
Hopkins. Colman appeared in the British TV mini-series “The Night 
Manager”...plays Queen Elizabeth II in the TV series “The Crown” 
(2019-2020). (goldenglobes.com)

Fred Armisen- Deborahbot 5000 (voice)
He is the co-creator, co-writer and co-star of IFC’s PORTLANDIA 
alongside Carrie Brownstein. He received an Emmy® nomination 
for “Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series” in 2014 and 
four overall nominations for “Outstanding Writing for a Variety Se-
ries.” In 2015 and 2016, the show received an Emmy® nomination 
for “Outstanding Variety Sketch Series.” In 2013, Armisen, along 
with the other writers, won a Writers Guild Award for “Outstanding 
Comedy/Variety Series,” and they were nominated again in 2014. 
PORTLANDIA received the prestigious Peabody Award for excel-
lence in 2011. (pbs.org)

Chrissy Teigen- Hailey Posey (voice)
Chrissy Teigen was raised near Seattle, Washington...and started 
modeling at a young age and now works with major labels around 
the world...she has appeared in Italian Vogue, Esquire, Glamour, 
Cosmopolitan...She has also worked with notable brands such as 
Gillette Venus, Olay, Billabong, Rock and Republic, Nike and Ed Har-
dy...She has also served as a recurring host and/or contributor on 
E!, TMZ, MTV, FUSE/MSG and has appeared on EXTRA with Mario 
Lopez, CW’s Americas Next Top Model and Bravo’s “Watch What 
Happens Live.” Since 2015, Chrissy has co-hosted Spike’s “Lip Sync 
Battle” alongside LL Cool J. (wmespeakers.com)



MEET THE VOICE ACTORS

John Legend- Jim Posey (voice)
John Legend is an American singer, songwriter, actor, and produc-
er. Along with ten Grammy Awards, John won both an Academy 
Award and Golden Globe in 2015 for the original song “Glory” 
from the acclaimed feature Selma. Since his start in 2004, he has 
released four studio albums... John received the 2007 Hal David 
Starlight Award from the Songwriters Hall of Fame and earned 
a Billboard Hot 100 number-one single with “All of Me” in 2013. 
Alongside his partners Mike Jackson and Ty Stiklorius, John runs 
the Los Angeles-based production company Get Lifted... As an ac-
tor, John made his feature debut in Damien Chazelle’s feature “La 
La Land.” (wmespeakers.com)

Charlyne Yi- Abby Posey (voice)
Yi was born in Los Angeles, California...She attended the Universi-
ty of California, Riverside before leaving to pursue full-time stand 
up comedy. Yi began by performing in Fontana, California. She has 
since performed shows in Los Angeles at The Steve Allen Theater, 
and The Upright Citizens Brigade Theatre... Yi’s film debut was on 
June 1, 2007 in Judd Apatow’s 2007 film, Knocked Up”... In the 
2009 film Paper Heart, a “hybrid documentary” which Yi executive-
ly produced in addition to co-writing, she stars as a fictionalized 
version of herself, alongside Michael Cera. (speakerbookingagency.
com)

Conan O’Brien- Glaxxon 5000 (voice)
Conan O’Brien has firmly established himself in the late night com-
edy universe. Early in his career, O’Brien helmed the legendary 
Harvard Lampoon and wrote for television series icons “Saturday 
Night Live” and “The Simpsons.” It was from there that he was 
championed by Lorne Michaels to host “Late Night with Conan 
O’Brien,” where he combined his talents as a writer, performer and 
interviewer from 1993 to 2008. The two-time host of the Prime-
time Emmy Awards then took over the reins of “The Tonight Show.” 
In November of 2010, O’Brien launched a new late night franchise, 
“CONAN” airing weeknights on TBS. (geffenplayhouse.org)



TRIVIA

• Ultimately the team of Michael Rianda and Jeff Rowe were hired to both write and co-di-
rect the production. The former’s filmography includes the cult hit Gravity Falls, while the 
latter’s career in the industry saw him work on the same show, alongside Disenchantment. 
Rowe will also be the director of the upcoming animated Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
reboot. 

• Phil Lord and Christopher Miller are currently two creative juggernauts in the industry. 
While they cut their teeth as Executive Producers on shows like How I Met Your Mother, 
their vision for Sony’s Cloudy With A Chance Of Meatballs demonstrated they had what it 
takes to make it big in animation. The well-received 21 Jump Street brought them to new 
levels and they were also the minds behind the instant classic and box office hit, The Lego 
Movie before turning their pens to Solo. However, their work on Into The Spider-Verse is 
perhaps what has cemented the duo’s legacy, especially in regards to their filmography and 
position at Sony. The pair worked as producers on The Mitchells Vs. The Machines, acting as 
a guiding hand. 

• In regards to Spider-Man: Into The Spider-Verse, the film was really a gamechanger for Sony. 
The team behind The Mitchells Vs. The Machines film has spoken at great lengths about 
the influence that the web-head’s movie had on their own production. The stylized nature 
of Into The Spider-Verse and comic book influences made the film a modern visual master-
piece. The artistic value of the Miles Morales project was replicated in The Mitchells Vs. The 
Machines. This time though the animators were inspired by the visual styles of water paint-
ing and tried to bring in organic lines in all of the frames. The film also didn’t hold back on 
fourth-wall breaking design elements.
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• As noted by the Lead Supervising Animator at Sony, Nick Kondo, the team developed brand 
new animation techniques in order to bring some of the most destructive characters in the 
film to life. In particular, the body morphing androids that hunt down the Mitchells. A brand 
new tool was created to cut up the character models in the animation software and piece 
them back together to get a very different transitional look. With the robots falling apart 
and re-forming, the complex technique allowed this animation choice to really flow in the 
final render. The production certainly followed in Spider-Verse’s footsteps in pushing the 
boundaries of the technology being used. 

• In 2019 Sony Animation President Kristine Belson spoke at the Annecy International Ani-
mated Film Festival about the slate of upcoming projects from the company. At the time she 
gave the first hints as to what audiences could expect from The Mitchells. Vs The Machines. 
One of the things that she mentioned during her presentation to those who attended was 
that the Mitchells and the robots came from different universes which would collide togeth-
er. This never made it to the final cut, with the likely reason being this concept sounds a 
little too similar to that of Spider-Verse and its Multiverse narrative. 

• While “The Mitchells. Vs The Machines” seems to be the most logical title and indeed the 
one that somehow summarizes both the conflicts and human elements of the movie, there 
was actually another title in contention amongst the higher-ups at Sony. When Netflix pur-
chased the rights to the film the name of the production was changed back to its original 
name. For some time, however, it had been known as Connected, likely representing both 
the familial and technological connections in the film.



TRIVIA

• Mark Mothersbaugh was brought into the team as the Composer for Mitchells Vs The Ma-
chines. As a long-term collaborator to Lord and Miller, it felt like a good fit for the produc-
tion. Mothersbaugh’s career has also spanned throughout decades of animation; producing 
some fantastic scores across his lifetime. Recently his filmography includes Sony films such 
as Hotel Transylvania 2, Lord and Miller projects like “The Lego Movie 2,” Rowe’s “Disen-
chanted” and box office hits such as “Thor: Ragnarok.” The composer will also continue his 
work in the Marvel Cinematic Universe with “Thor: Love And Thunder “and work on the CGI 
reboot of “Rugrats.” 

• Animals aren’t exactly the most predictable of actors. Most times when there’s some kind 
of non-human character in a movie, it’s up to a series of talented performers to give the 
characters a voice. That wasn’t the case with “The Mitchells Vs. The Machines” though. 
Strangely enough, a famous pooch was brought in to provide the sounds for the Mitchells’ 
dog, Monchi. Doug the Pug was brought into the recording booth to contribute his unique 
talents to the film. The dog is actually a bit of an internet celebrity, gaining a massive social 
media following. (screenrant.com)



CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“This is a perfect movie for the whole family, which is an all-too-rare thing to find.” - Newsday

“Take away the serrated satirical edges, and you’re still left with a surprisingly delightful story 
about a dysfunctional family learning how to connect again.” - Rolling Stone

“Sharp, funny, and self-aware.” - Independent (UK)

“The unwaveringly sweet, animated example “The Mitchells vs the Machines,” largely avoids 
the genre’s worst cliches for a tear-jerking adventure ripe with apocalyptic fun.” - Los Angeles 
Times

“The Mitchells vs. the Machines” not only has laughably eccentric characters but also a script 
packed with bonkers, fast-paced action - with elaborate, wild visuals to match.” - New York 
Times

“However you slice it, this is the rare CGI movie that radiates its own kind of inventive beauty, 
slick without feeling plastic, and the artistry that made it possible deserves to be celebrated 
on its own merits.” - IndieWire

“A subversive delight that should appeal to Gen Y adults and their tech-savvy kiddos alike.”
 - Variety

“While the film certainly lays out the dangers of technology run amok, it also sees its power 
to connect people.” - Slant Magazine

(Source: rottentomatoes.com)
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